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Abstrat
Analysis of the dierential ross setions for the reation pp→ ppK+K−
in view of the K+K− interation
Measurements of the pp → ppK+K− reation, performed with the experiment COSY-11 at the
Cooler Synhrotron COSY, show a signiant dierene between the obtained exitation funtion
and theoretial expetations inluding ppFSI . The disrepany may be assigned to the inuene
of K+K− or K−p interation. This interation should manifest itself in the distributions of the
dierential ross setion. This thesis presents an analysis of event distributions as a funtion of the
invariant masses of two partile subsystems. In partiular in the analysis two generalizations of the
Dalitz plot proposed by Goldhaber and Nyborg are used. The present Investigations are based on
the experimental data determined by the COSY-11 ollaboration from two measurements at exess
energies of Q = 10 MeV and 28 MeV. The experimental distributions are ompared to results of
Monte Carlo simulations generated with various parameters of the K+K− and K−p interation.
The values of the K+K− sattering length, extrated from two data sets for Q = 10 MeV and
28 MeV amount to:
aK+K− = (11 ± 8) + i(0 ± 6) fm for Q = 10 MeV ,
and
aK+K− = (0.2 ± 0.2) + i(0.0 ± 0.5) fm for Q = 28 MeV ,
Due to the low statistis, the extrated values have large unertainties and are onsistent with very
low values of the real and imaginary part of the sattering length.
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1. Introdution
A primary goal of hadroni physis is to understand the mehanism of prodution and de-
ays of mesons and baryons and their struture in terms of quarks and gluons. However the
non-perturbative harater of the Quantum Chromo Dynamis in the regime of low momentum
transfer makes alulations impossible in terms of quark and gluon degrees of freedom. One of the
most suessful theory of strong fores at low energies is the lattie QCD, whih is, however, not
yet in the position to make quantitative statements about light salar states (Jp = 0+). There-
fore in this ase one has to use other QCD based approahes, for example the onstituent quark
model. This approah treats the lightest salar resonanes a0(980) and f0(980) as a onventional
qq states [1℄. However, also this model annot desribe fully the properies of these partiles and
therefore they are onsidered as possible andidates for exoti four quark states (qqqq) [2℄, quark-
less gluoni hadrons [3℄ or KK moleules [46℄. Another andidate for a kaon bound state is the
exited hyperon Λ(1405), whih is onsidered as a KN moleule [7℄. For the formation of both
KK or KN moleules a ruial quantity is the strength of the kaon-antikaon or kaon-nuleon in-
teration, respetively. These interations appear to be very important also with respet to many
other physis phenomena, like for example a modiation of the neutron star properties due to
possible kaon ondensation [8, 9℄. An Neutron star onsists mainly of neutrons, protons and lep-
tons. However inside the ore of the star the high nulear density dereases the mas of K− allowing
reation in proesses like e.g. e− → K−νe , and n → pK−. Sine kaons are bosons, they an go
into a Bose-Einstein ondensate. Suh phase transition auses hanges in neutron star parameters
or may even trigger o its ollapse into a blak hole [10℄.
In order to learn more about the above mentioned intriguing physial issues it is mandatory to
ondut investigations of the KK and KN interation. Beause kaon targets are still unavailable,
one of the realisti ways to study KK interation is the near threshold kaon pair prodution, for
example in multi partile exit hannels like pp → ppK+K−. Measurements of the total ross
setion of the aforementioned reation were performed at the ooler synhrotron COSY near the
kinematial threshold [1113℄ by the COSY-11 ollaboration [14℄, and for higher energies by the
ANKE ollaboration [15℄. Suh an experiment was onduted also by the DISTO ollaboration [16℄
at Q = 114 MeV at the SATURN aelerator. The results indiate that the near threshold total
ross setion data points lie signiantly above theoretial expetations, whih neglet the intera-
tion of K+K− pair.
Enouraged by this observation, in order to deepen our knowledge about the low energy dynam-
is of the ppK+K− system, we extended the analysis of the pp → ppK+K− reation into the
dierential ross setions. This thesis onerns the investigation of event distributions for the
above mentioned reation measured by means of the COSY-11 detetor setup at exess energies of
Q = 10 MeV and 28 MeV [12℄. The analysis is based on generalizations of the Dalitz plot for four
partiles proposed by Goldhaber [17, 18℄ and Nyborg [19℄.
The next hapter of this thesis inludes general information about kaon pair prodution in proton-
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proton ollisions, and presents the main omponents of the COSY-11 apparatus [14, 20, 21℄. It
ontains also a brief desription of measurements of the pp → ppK+K− reation performed with
this detetion setup. In the third hapter we desribe general properties of the Dalitz plot whih
is a onvenient tool in the investigation of the nal state interation for three partiles [22℄. Sub-
sequently the next setions present two theoretial approahes to generalize the Dalitz plot for the
ase of the four partiles in the nal state.
The studies of the K+K− nal state interation are desribed in Chapter 4. It presents the dif-
ferential ross setions obtained from measurements at both exess energies and shortly desribes
the proedure that we applied to derive them from raw experimental data. The remaining part of
the hapter is devoted to the determination of the sattering length of the K+K− interation. We
present the main steps of the analysis and the obtained results.
The last hapter omprises summary and perspetives of further studies of the K+K− intera-
tion.
2. Kaon pair prodution with the COSY-11 experiment
2.1 Near threshold kaon pair prodution in proton-proton ollisions
There are several mehanisms that an lead to the prodution of kaonantikaon pairs in nu-
leonnuleon ollisions. These an be divided mainly into three general lasses [15℄:
a) diret prodution without any intermediate states:
pp→ ppK+K− ,
b) the prodution via a meson, for example φ, or at threshold - a0(980)/f0(980), whih then deays
into KK¯:
pp→ ppφ→ ppK+K− ,
pp→ ppa0(980)/f0(980)→ ppK+K−
) the assoiated prodution of KY ∗, where the K¯ is reated through the deay of the exited
hyperon Y ∗:
pp→ K+pY ∗ → ppK+K−
There are several exited hyperons that ould ontribute to suh a proess. Of partiular interest
for low energy prodution are the Λ(1405) and Σ(1385).
It is worth mentioning, that the mehanism of the near threshold pp→ ppK+K− reation is still
unknown. It is therefore an interesting and still open question whether it is a diret reation, or
whether it should be viewed as a two-step proess through a mesoni state like a0/f0 or an exited
hyperon Λ(1405)/Σ(1385).
2.2 COSY-11 detetion setup
Studies of the near threshold pp→ ppK+K− reation have been made possible due to the low
emittane and small momentum spread proton beams available at the storage ring failities and in
partiular at the ooler synhrotron COSY [23, 24℄ plaed in Jülih in Germany. COSY provides
polarized proton and deuteron beams with momenta up to p = 3.65 GeV/, orresponding to
beam energies of Tproton = 2.83 and Tdeuteron = 2.23 GeV, respetively. The beam an be
ooled with an eletron ooling system for low energies, or a stohasti ooling system for high
energies. One of the detetor systems operating over more then eleven years at the COSY-ring
was COSY-11.
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Figure 2.1: Shemati view of the COSY-11 detetor [14, 20℄ with an exemplary event of the
pp→ ppK+K− reation hannel. For the desription see text.
The COSY-11 faility was designed for lose-to-threshold reation studies where the relative mo-
menta between the reation partiles are very small and all partiles are foussed into a narrow
forward one resulting in a high detetion eieny ahievable by still using rather small detetion
systems [25℄. There is a speial interest in the near threshold region beause the nal state inter-
ation between the outgoing reation produts is best visible and the ontributing partial waves
are strongly limited mostly to pure s-waves whih simplies the theoretial desription. Due to
the very strong energy dependene at threshold it is important to have a preise knowledge of the
beam momentum and a very good momentum resolution of the beam partiles [26℄. COSY-11 is
an internal magneti spetrometer using a COSY mahine dipole to separate the harged reation
produts from the irulating beam [14℄. The detetion system was already desribed in many
publiations [1114,25,27,28℄, therefore we will only briey review its main omponents shown in
Fig. 2.1. The desription is based mainly on the referenes [25, 27, 28℄.
The COSY-11 hydrogen luster target [29℄ was installed in front of one of the regular COSY dipole
magnets. An internal target should be so thin that it does not aet the beam signiantly, on
the other hand it should be thik enough to reah a reasonable number of the required reations.
These requirements an be fullled with a luster target where ooled gas (e.g. hydrogen) is pressed
through a so-alled 'Laval'-nozzle [14,29℄. Inside the nozzle the gas is ooled by the expansion and
moleules freeze together forming lusters. Using skimmers free gas moleules are peeled o the
luster beam. So the rest gas pressure in the target hamber is very low. After traversing the target
hamber the lusters hit the beam dump, evaporate, and are pumped away [29℄. The COSY-11
luster target being a beam of H2 moleules grouped to lusters of up to 10
6
atoms rosses perpen-
diularly the COSY beam with intensities of about 5 · 1010 protons. The very thin target makes
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the probability of seondary sattering negligible and hene allows the preise determination of
the ejetile momenta [28℄. Moreover the energy loss of the COSY beam irulating through suh a
target ould be ompensated by the stohasti ooling system of COSY whih guarantees a preise
beam momentum over the whole measurement yle.
The main omponent of the COSY-11 detetion system are two drift hambers (see Fig. 2.2) sets
with 6 and 8 layers of vertial and inlined wires [30℄. The drift hambers are used to determine
the trak of the harged partiles. For this purpose thin wires are xed in a volume lled with a
speial gas (in ase of COSY-11 a mixture of Argon and Ethan) in a way, that the wires form ells
as it is depited in Fig. 2.3 [14℄.
Figure 2.2: Front view of one of the COSY-11 drift hambers stak.
Inside these ells a traversing harged partile ionizes the gas. Due to the eletrial potentials
applied to the wires the eletrons drift to the sense wire and the onneted eletronis measures
the time when the signal appears. The dierene between this time and the time when the partile
traversed the ell (measured by sintillation detetors) is used to reonstrut the impat point of
the partile in the hambers midplane.
Figure 2.3: Shemati view of a drift hambers ell.
The ahieved position resolution of the COSY-11 drift hambers amount to about 200 µm [25℄.
To selet andidates for desired events already on the trigger level, various sintillation detetors
were installed [25℄. Sintillation ounters detet harged partiles by the light whih is produed
when a partile travels through the sintillating material. The light is olleted by light guides and
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onverted into an eletroni signal by photomultipliers [13℄. Behind the COSY-11 drift hambers a
hodosope named S1 was mounted (Fig. 2.4). S1 onsists of 16 thin sintillator bars with dimensions
of 45 m × 10 m × 0.4 m, eah readout on both sides.
Figure 2.4: Front view of the S1 hodosope.
This sintilator hodosope measures the number of produed harged partiles and serves as a
start detetor for a time-of-ight measurement. Nine meters apart from S1 a sintilator wall S3,
read out by a matrix of 217 photomultipliers, was installed (see Fig. 2.5). It serves as a position
sensitive detetor and as a stop ounter for the time-of-ight measurement.
Figure 2.5: The COSY11 large sintillator wall alled S3 or AMADEUS.
Beause in the dipole gap there was no spae for traking detetors for negatively harged partiles,
only a silion pad detetor ombined with a sintillator was installed (see Fig. 2.6). It determines
the position of a harged partile within a binning of a few millimeters and drastially redues the
bakground in the K+K− prodution studies [25℄.
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Figure 2.6: One module of the COSY-11 silion pad detetor onsisting of 144 independent detetion
units arranged in three layers.
Other detetor omponents are used for speial purposes like a system of sintillator and propor-
tional wire hambers in forward diretion above and below the vauum hamber to measure the lu-
minosity and to determine the polarisation during measurements with polarized beam [25℄. A more
detailed desription of the detetor omponents an be found for example in referenes [14,20,21,25℄.
2.3 Measurements of the pp → ppK+K− reation at COSY-11
The data used in our analysis, whih will be presented in Chapter 4, were analysed and
published in view of the total ross setion [11℄. Hereafter we will briey desribe the measurements
method and for more details the interested reader is refered to artiles [25,28℄. The below presented
desription is based mostly on referenes [14, 28℄.
If at the intersetion point of the luster target and the COSY beam a ollision of protons leads
to the prodution of a K+K− meson pair, then the reation produts  having smaller momenta
than the irulating beam  are direted by the magneti eld towards the COSY-11 detetion
system and leave the vauum hamber through the thin exit foils [14℄. Traks of the positively
harged partiles, registered by the drift hambers, are traed bak through the magneti eld to
the nominal interation point leading to a momentum determination. A simultaneous measurement
of the veloity, performed by means of sintillation detetors S1 and S3, permits to identify the
registered partile and to determine its four momentum vetor. Sine at threshold the enter-
of-mass momenta of the produed partiles are small ompared to the beam momentum, in the
laboratory frame all ejetiles are moving with almost the same veloity. This means that the
laboratory proton momenta are almost two times larger then the momenta of kaons. Therefore, in
the dipole magneti eld protons have a muh larger bending radius than kaons. As a onsequene,
in ase of the near threshold prodution, protons and kaons are registered in separate parts of the
drift hambers as shown shematially in Fig. 2.1 [28℄. Fig. 2.7 shows the squared invariant mass
of two simultaneously deteted partiles in the near beampipe part of the drift hamber. A lear
separation is observed into groups of events with two protons and proton and pion [28℄. This
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Figure 2.7: Squared invariant masses of two positively harged partiles measured in oinidene at the
right half of the drift hambers. The Figure is addapted from referene [12℄.
spetrum allows to selet events with two registered protons. The additional requirement that
the mass of the third partile, registered at the far beampipe side of the hamber, orresponds
to the mass of the kaon, makes possible to identify events of a pp → ppK+X− reation [28℄.
Knowing both the four momenta of positively harged ejetiles and the proton beam momentum
one an alulate the mass of the unobserved system X− and its four momentum. This method
of partile identiation is alled the missing mass tehnique [31℄. Fig. 2.8 (upper panel) presents
an example of the missing mass spetrum with respet to the identied ppK+ subsystem. In ase
of the pp→ ppK+K− reation this should orrespond to the mass of the K− meson, and indeed a
pronouned signal an be learly seen. The additional broad struture seen in the Figure is partly
due to the pp→ ppπ+X− reation, where the π+ was misidentied as a K+ meson and partly due
to theK+ meson prodution assoiated with the hyperons Λ(1405) or Σ(1385), e.g. via the reation
pp → pK+Λ(1405) → pK+Σπ0 → pK+Λγπ0 → ppK+π−γπ0 [1113, 28℄. In the latter ase the
missing mass of the ppK+ system orresponds to the invariant mass of the π+π0γ system and
hene an aquire values from twie the pion mass up to the kinematial limit. The bakground,
however, an be ompletely redued by demanding a signal in the silion strip detetors at the
position where the K− meson originating from the pp → ppK+K− reation is expeted [28℄ (the
spetrum in the lower panel of Fig. 2.8). This lear identiation allows to selet events originating
from the pp→ ppK+K− reation and to determine the total and dierential ross setion.
The results of all measurements of the pp→ ppK+K− reation performed with COSY-11 will be
presented in the next setion.
2.4 Exitation funtion for the pp → ppK+K− reation at threshold
The measurements of the pp → ppK+K− reation were performed by the COSY-11 group
several times in the period from 1995 to 2005 [1113℄. The results are presented together with
data obtained by other ollaborations in Fig. 2.9:
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Figure 2.8: (Upper panel) Exemplary missing mass spetrum determined for the pp → ppK+X− re-
ation at an exess energy of Q = 17 MeV [11℄; (Lower panel) The same spetrum with additional
requirement of the signal in the dipol detetor as it is desribed in the text. The Figure is addapted from
reerene [11℄.
Figure 2.9: Total ross setion as a funtion of the exess energy Q for the reation pp → ppK+K−.
Open and lled irles represent the DISTO [16℄(open irle) and ANKE [15℄ measurements respetively.
The four points nearest threshold are the results from COSY-11 measurements [1113℄. The urves are
desribed in the text. The Figure is adapted from ref. [15℄.
In the Figure one an see also three urves representing the theoretial expetations. The dashed
urve represents the energy dependene from four-body phase spae, when we assume that there is
no interation between partiles in the nal state. This result diers from the experimental data
by two orders of magnitude at Q = 10 MeV and by a fator of about ve at Q = 28 MeV. Hene, it
is obvious, that the nal state interations eets in the ppK+K− system annot be negleted [32℄.
Inlusion of the ppFSI( dashed-dotted line in Fig. 2.9) by folding its parameterization known from
the three body nal state with the four body phase spae is learly loser to the experimental results
but does not fully aount for the dierene [12℄. The enhanement may be due to the inuene
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of K+K− or Kp interation whih was negleted in the alulations. Indeed, the inlusion of the
K−pFSI (solid line) reprodues the experimental data for the exess energies down to Q = 28 MeV.
This model neglets the K+p interation, sine it is repulsive and rather weak [28,33℄, and hene
it an be interpreted as an extra attration in the K−p system [15℄. However, the data very
near threshold still remain underestimated, whih indiates that in this region the inuene of the
K+K− interation may be signiant and annot be negleted.
The interation may manifest itself even stronger in the distributions of the dierential ross
setions [26℄. A signiant eet observed for the exitation funtion for the pp → ppK+K−
reation enouraged us to arry out the analysis in spite of the fat that the available statistis
is quite low. The investigations of the K+K− interation desribed in this thesis is based on
experimental data obtained from two COSY-11 measurements at exess energies of Q = 10 MeV
(27 events) and 28 MeV (30 events) [12℄.
3. Dalitz plot and its generalization
3.1 The Dalitz plot as a tool in partile physis
In many investigations of elementary partile reations the distributions of energies and mo-
menta of partiles in the nal state are measured. The measured distributions are then ompared
with the theoretial expetations in order to extrat parameters expressing nal state interation
between partiles [19℄. For three partiles in the nal state the proess of analysing data by plot-
ting them in the spae of two internal parameters is well known. It was originated by Dalitz in
a nonrelativisti appliation. In the original artile [34℄ Dalitz let the distanes to the sides of an
equilateral triangle be the energies of the three partiles in the entre-of-mass frame. The sum of
distanes from a point within the triangle to its sides is onstant and equal to the height, whih rep-
resents the total energy of the system (Fig. 3.1). In the nonrelativisti approximation for partiles
with equal masses the physial allowed region on the Dalitz plot is bounded by a irle insribed
in the triangle due to momentum onservation (Fig. 3.1) [35℄. Therefore, the interior points full
four-momentum onservation and represent energy partitions. The relativisti extension of Dalitz's
analysis was given by Fabri [36℄.
Figure 3.1: Exemplary event in the Dalitz plot representation. Q = T1 +T2 +T3 denotes the total kineti
energy of the three partile system.
The interation between partiles depends on their relative momenta, thus for investigations of
nal state interations more onvenient variables then energies are the squared invariant masses of
the two-body subsystems [22℄. The squared invariant mass M2ij of partiles i and j is dened as:
M2ij = (Ei + Ej)
2 − (~pi + ~pj)2 (3.1)
where Ei, Ej , ~pi, ~pj denote the energies and momenta. In a geometrial representation the Dalitz
plot is a plane in spae of three squared invariant masses - (M212,M
2
23,M
2
13), whih is orthogonal
17
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Figure 3.2: Monte Carlo Dalitz plot distribution for the pp → ppη reation at Q = 28 MeV for the
homogeneously populated phase spae (left piture), and its modiation by proton-proton nal state
interation (right piture). The areas of the squares are proportional to the number of entries and are
shown in a linear sale.
to the spae diagonal [22℄. From the three invariant masses only two are independent due to the
relation [22℄:
M212 +M
2
13 +M
2
23 = s+m
2
1 +m
2
2 +m
2
3 (3.2)
where s denotes the square of the total energy of the system and mi is a mass of i-th partile.
Thus a projetion of the physial region on any of the (M2ij+M
2
jk) planes still omprises the whole
aessible information about the three partile system. Suh two dimensional event distributions
are bounded by well dened smooth losed urves and are lorentz invariant. For example the
boundary of the projetion on the (M212,M
2
23) plane is given by a following equation [19℄:
G
(
M212,M
2
23,m
2
1,m
2
3,
√
s,m22
)
= 0 , (3.3)
where G is dened as:
G (x, y, z, u, v, w) = x2y + xy2 + z2u+ zu2 + v2w + vw2 + xzw + xuv + yzv + yuw
−xy (z + u+ v + w)− zu (x+ y + v + w)− vw (x+ y + z + u) . (3.4)
The Dalitz plot representation allows also for a simple interpretation of the kinematially available
phase spae volume as an area of the plot [27℄:
Vps =
ˆ
dVps =
π2
4 s
(
√
s−m3)2ˆ
(m1+m2)2
dM212
M
2 max
23 (M
2
12)ˆ
M
2 min
23
(M2
12
)
dM223 =
=
π2
4 s
(
√
s−m3)2ˆ
(m1+m2)2
dM212
M
2
12
√
λ(M212, s,m
2
3)λ(M
2
12,m
2
2,m
2
1), (3.5)
where λ is the kinematial triangle funtion dened as [37℄:
λ(x, y, z) = x2 + y2 + z2 − 2xy − 2yz − 2zx. (3.6)
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In ase of no dynamis and the absene of any nal state interation between partiles the oupa-
tion of the Dalitz plot would be fully homogeneous beause the reation in any phase spae interval
would be equally probable [22,27℄. Thus, nal state interation should show up as a modiation of
the event density on the Dalitz plot. Suh eet was observed experimentally eg. by the COSY-11
ollaboration for the pp→ ppη reation [38℄.
In order to illustrate the eet in Fig. 3.2 we show an example of how the uniformly populated
phase spae (left plot) is modied by the S-wave proton-proton nal state interation (right plot).
It is learly seen, that the interation inreases signiantly the event density in the region where
the relative momenta of the protons are small.
Thus, suh event distributions are very onvenient in analysis of the nal state interation and
they are widely applied in pratie.
3.2 Generalization of the Dalitz plot for the ase of four partiles
One an ask a question whether the analysis desribed in the last setion an be made for
four or more partiles in the nal state. The answer is armative, aorging to Nyborg the Dalitz
plot an be generalized, under some assumptions, for any number of partiles [39℄. In this thesis
we present only three from many possible generalizations. In partiular we will introdue gen-
eralizations of the Dalitz plot for four partiles made by Chodrow [40℄, Goldhaber [17, 18℄ and
Nyborg [19℄. Further on the Goldhaber and Nyborg approahes will be used in our analysis of the
K+K− nal state interation.
3.2.1 Chodrow plot
Consider a reation like a+ b −→ 1 + 2+ 3+ 4 yelding four partiles with mases mi and total
energy
√
s in entre-of-mass frame. The probability, that the momentum of the ith partile will be
in a range d3pi is given by:
d12P = d3p1d
3p2d
3p3d
3p4
1
16E1E2E3E4
δ3

 4∑
j=1
~pj

 δ

 4∑
j=1
Ej −
√
s

 |M |2 (3.7)
where Ei =
√
~p2i +m
2
i denotes an energy of the i
th
partile (c = 1) and M denotes the invariant
matrix element for the proess. In his work Chodrow assumed, that M depends only on energies
of the partiles in the nal state [40℄. Under this assumption one an integrate the distribution
expressed in eq. (3.7) over delta funtions and over spatial orientations of the entire four body
system. The resulting density of events in (E1, E2, E3) spae is then given by [40℄:
d3P = dE1dE2dE3 |M |2 min (|~p1| , |~p2|) . (3.8)
It is therefore possible to analyse resonanes by plotting the event distribution in an E1E2-plane.
However, the analysis is not easy due to the fator min (|~p1| , |~p2|) [40℄. This diulty an be
avoided if in the nal state partiles 1 and 2 are idential, like for example in the ase of the
ppK+K− system. In suh ase the funtion min (|~p1| , |~p2|) beomes symetri and the analysis an
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Figure 3.3: Chodrow plot for the pp→ ppK+K− reation simulated at Q = 28 MeV for the homogeneously
populated phase spae (left plot), and for the ase when proton-proton nal state interation is additionally
taken into aount (right plot).
be onned to the region of the E1E2-plane dened by ondition E1 < E2. Consequently from
eq. (3.8) one obtains [40℄:
d3P = 32π2 |M |2
√
E21 −m21 dE1dE2dE3 , (3.9)
or
d3P = 32π2 |M |2 dF1dE2dE3 (3.10)
where dF1 =
√
E21 −m21 dE1. This implies, after integration, that:
F1 =
1
2
[
E1
√
E21 −m21 −m21 cosh−1
(
E1
m1
)]
. (3.11)
The distribution of events an then be plotted in the F1E2-plane and resonanes may be diretly
read o the plot, like in ase of three partiles. Fig. 3.3 shows an exemplary Chodrow plot
for the pp → ppK+K− reation at Q = 28 MeV simulated assuming homogeneous phase spae
distribution. The modiation of the event density on the plot aused by proton-proton nal
state interation (ppFSI) is learly seen by omparing left and right plots. One an see that
the physially allowed region on the Chodrow plot is bounded by a well dened urve, but the
distribution is not homogeneous whih is obviously a disadvantage. It is also worth mentioning,
that the event distribution in (F1, E2) variables is not lorentz invariant, so one annot ompare
Chodrow plots determined in dierent referene frames [41℄.
3.2.2 Goldhaber and Nyborg plots
Aording to Nyborg several other extensions of Dalitz plot an be obtained if one assumes, that
the matrix element M depends only on the invariant masses of two- and three partile subsytems
[19℄.
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Figure 3.4: Goldhaber plot for the pp → ppK+K− reation simulated at Q = 28 MeV for the homo-
geneously populated phase spae (left plot), for the ase when proton-proton nal state interation is
additionally taken into aount (middle plot), and with only pK− nal state interation inluded (right
plot).
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Figure 3.5: Nyborg plot for the pp→ ppK+K− reation simulated at Q = 28 MeV for the homogeneously
populated phase spae (left plot), for the ase when proton-proton nal state interation is additionally
taken into aount (middle plot), and with only pK− nal state interation inluded (right plot).
From six two-partile and four three-partile invariant masses only ve are independent due to
the following relations [19℄:
4∑
i,j=1(i>j)
M2ij = s+ 2
4∑
i=1
m2i , (3.12)
M2123 =M
2
12 +M
2
23 +M
2
13 −m21 −m22 −m23 ,
M2134 =M
2
13 +M
2
34 +M
2
14 −m21 −m23 −m24 , (3.13)
M2124 =M
2
12 +M
2
24 +M
2
14 −m21 −m22 −m24 ,
M2234 =M
2
22 +M
2
34 +M
2
24 −m22 −m23 −m24 .
Under the assumption, that the matrix element depends only on invariant masses one an, as in
the Chodrow approah, integrate equation (3.7) over the delta funtions and spatial orientations.
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The result an be expressed as a distribution with some hoie of the ve independent invariant
masses [19℄. An espeially onvenient hoie is M212,M
2
34,M
2
14,M
2
124, and M
2
134 [19℄. Using suh
variables, after integrations, one obtains an event distribution in the following form:
d5P =
π2
8s
|M |2 1√−B dM
2
12 dM
2
34 dM
2
14 dM
2
124 dM
2
134 (3.14)
Where B is a funtion of the above-mentioned invariant masses, whih exat form an be found in
Nyborg's work [19℄. An advantage of the hoie of mass variables used here is the high symmetry
of the funtion B [19℄, whih is very usefull in onsideration of the boundary of the physially
allowed region in the
(
M212,M
2
34,M
2
14,M
2
124,M
2
134
)
spae dened by:
B = 0 . (3.15)
However, if the matrix element does not depend on all the seleted invariant masses, distribu-
tion 3.14 an be again integrated over this variables. Let suppose, that M depends for example
only on M212,M
2
34 and M
2
124, whih in ase of the pp → ppK+K− reation an be interpreted as
M2pp,M
2
K+K−
andM2
ppK−
, respetively. This means that we assume that there are resonanes only
in subsystems haraterized by the remaining invariant masses [19℄. After integration over M214
and M2134 one gets [19℄:
d3P =
π3
8sM212
|M |2 g (M212,m21,m22) dM212 dM234 dM2124 (3.16)
where g is a funtion dened as:
g (x, y, z) =
√[
x2 − (y − z)2
] [
x2 − (y + z)2
]
. (3.17)
The physially allowed region is then a volume in the
(
M212,M
2
34,M
2
124
)
spae bounded by a well
dened, usped surfae [19℄.
If we additionally hange the integration variables to invariant masses the projetion of the physial
region on the (M12,M34)-plane gives a onvenient and simple distribution, whih an be used to
analyse the nal state interation in the same way as in ase of three partiles. Suh analysis was
originally made by Goldhaber et al. in 1963 [17, 18℄. Therefore, after Nyborg et al. [19℄, we will
refer to the above mentioned projetion as to the Goldhaber plot.
As it is shown in Fig. 3.4 the physially allowed region on the Goldhaber plot is a right isoseles
triangle within whih the area is not proportional to the phase spae volume [19℄. Moreover the
density of events on the Goldhaber plot in ase of absene of any nal state interation is also not
homogeneous. However, it is still a very onvenient tool due to its lorentz invariane and simple
boundary equations [19℄:
M12 +M34 =
√
s , M12 = m1 +m2 , M34 = m3 +m4 . (3.18)
It is worth mentioning that the projetion on the (M12,M124)-plane, hereafter referred to as the
Nyborg plot [19, 39℄, gives a very similar event distribution, whih is again an isoseles triangle
bounded by [19℄:
M124 =M12 +m4 , M12 = m1 +m2 , M124 =
√
s−m3 . (3.19)
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The other properties of this distribution are exatly the same as in the ase of the Goldhaber plot
(see Fig. 3.5).
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Figure 3.6: (Upper panel): Goldhaber plot for the pp→ ppK+K− reation simulated at Q = 28 MeV for
a homogeneously populated phase spae under the assumption that MpK− is in the range from 1.432 MeV
to 1.433 MeV (left plot) and in the range from 1.459 MeV to 1.460 MeV (right plot). (Lower panel):
Nyborg plot for the pp → ppK+K− reation simulated at Q = 28 MeV for a homogeneously populated
phase spae under the ondition that MpK− is in the range from 1.432 GeV/c
2
to 1.433 GeV/c2 (left plot)
and in the range from 1.459 GeV/c2 to 1.460 GeV/c2 (right plot).
Very interesting may be the omparison how the interation between partiles show up on
Goldhaber and Nyborg plots. As it is depited in Fig. 3.4 and Fig. 3.5 (middle plots), for both
plots the modiation of event density due to ppFSI appears to be very similar. On both distri-
butions we observe a strong enhanement in the region of small proton-proton invariant masses.
However, when we take into aount only the pK−FSI the situation hanges and the modiation
of event density on the Goldhaber and Nyborg plots is small, but still visible. In order to study
in more detail how the pK− interation modies the Goldhaber and Nyborg plots we simulated
both distributions demanding, that the invariant mass of at least one pK− subsystem is in various
ranges. In Fig. 3.6 we present results obtained under the assumption that the MpK− is within a
range from (mp + mK−) to (mp + mK− + 0.001 GeV/c
2
) and from (mp + mK− + 0.027 GeV/c
2
)
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to (mp + mK− + 0.028 GeV/c
2
). It is learly seen, that under suh assumptions the physially
allowed region on the Goldhaber plot is muh bigger than on the Nyborg plot, espeially for low
MpK− invariant masses. This means, that in the region, where pK
−
FSI is expeted to be strong,
events are onned to a small part of the Nyborg plot and are distributed on muh larger surfae
on the Goldhaber plot. That is why one expets larger eets from the pK− nal state interation
in the Nyborg plot then in the Goldhaber distribution. It is worth mentioning, that the above de-
sribed dierenes between this two generalizations of the Dalitz plot suggest, that the Goldhaber
plot is more appropriate in the analysis of the K+K− interation, while in the investigation of the
pK−FSI one should use the Nyborg distribution.
Using the symmetry of the B funtion in equation (3.14), several other two-dimensional distribu-
tions an be obtained [19℄. However in the analysis of the K+K− interation, whih is presented
in the next hapter, we use only the two distributions desribed in this setion.
4. Study of the K+K− nal state interation
4.1 Experimental Goldhaber and Nyborg plots
As it was mentioned in the previous hapters, the analysis of the K+K− nal state interation
is based on data obtained in COSY-11 measurements at two beam momenta. For both energies we
hose events identied as a pp → ppK+X− reation with missing mass in the region of the kaon
(0.235 GeV 2/c4 < m2X < 0.25 GeV
2/c4) [12℄. Knowing the four-momenta of protons and kaons for
eah event one an alulate appropriate invariant masses and onstrut the experimental event
distributions as desribed in the previous hapter.
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Figure 4.1: (Upper panel): Goldhaber plots obtained from measurements at Q = 10 MeV (left) and
Q = 28 MeV (right). (Lower panel): Nyborg plots obtained from measurements at Q = 10 MeV (left)
and Q = 28 MeV (right). Solid lines show boundaries of the physially allowed region.
Fig. 4.1 shows raw experimental event distributions determined at both exess energies. These
25
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distributions need to be orreted for the aeptane and detetion eieny of the COSY-11
faility. Only then it will be possible to extrat the experimental dierential ross setions. The
derived ross setions will be then ompared to the results of the Monte Carlo simulations generated
with various parameters of K+K− interation under the assumption that there is an additional
strong nal state interation in pp and pK− subsystems [42℄. A more detailed desription is
presented in further parts of this hapter.
4.2 Corretions for the aeptane and detetion eieny
In order to obtain the experimental double dierential ross setions
d2σ(Mpp,MK+K−)
dMpp dMK+K−
, the
data were rst binned into intervals of ∆M = 2.5 MeV width for the measurement at Q = 10 MeV
and intervals of ∆M = 7 MeV for the data at Q = 28 MeV. The aeptane orretions were made
separately for eah bin aording to the formulae whih will be derived in this setion.
The number of experimental events in a given bin an be expressed as:
∆Nexp (Mpp,MK+K−)
∆Mpp ∆MK+K−
=
d2σ (Mpp,MK+K−)
dMpp dMK+K−
Lint A (Mpp,MK+K−) , (4.1)
where, A (Mpp,MK+K−) denotes the COSY-11 aeptane and detetion eieny for the oini-
dent measurement of protons and kaons, with invariant masses in the range:
Mpp ∈
(
Mpp − ∆Mpp
2
; Mpp +
∆Mpp
2
)
MKK ∈
(
MKK − ∆MKK
2
; MKK +
∆MKK
2
)
,
and where Lint denotes the luminosity integrated over whole time of the measurement:
Lint =
ˆ
L(t)dt . (4.2)
From eq. (4.1) one an alulate the double dierential ross setion:
d2σ (Mpp,MK+K−)
dMpp dMK+K−
=
∆Nexp (Mpp,MK+K−)
∆Mpp ∆MK+K−
1
Lint A (Mpp,MK+K−)
. (4.3)
The values of the integrated luminosity amount to Lint = 2.770 ± 0.056 pb−1 for the measurement
at Q = 10 MeV and Lint = 2.270 ± 0.007 pb−1 at Q = 28 MeV [12℄. To determine the aeptane
we rst generated ve milions of pp → ppK+K− events using a FORTRAN-based ode, alled
GENBOD [43℄. It permits to generate four-momentum vetors of the outgoing partiles in the
entre of mass frame with a homogeneous distribution in the phase spae. The total entre of mass
energy as well as the number and masses of the partiles are speied by the user [44℄. Next for
eah generated event a response of the COSY-11 detetion system was alulated using a GEANT
3 based software pakage [45℄.
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Figure 4.2: (Upper panel): Experimental Goldhaber plots obtained after orretions for aeptane and
detetion eieny from measurements at Q = 10 MeV (left) and Q = 28 MeV (right). (Lower panel):
Goldhaber plots simulated at Q = 10 MeV (left) and Q = 28 MeV (right) with ppFSI inluded.
Then we reonstruted the momenta and energies of the partiles applying the same program
whih had been used for analysis of the experimental data. The generated and reonstruted events
were binned exatly in the same way as it was desribed for the experimental data.
In order to aount for the ppFSI eah event was weighted by the square of the proton-proton
sattering amplitude expressed as [27, 46℄:
Fpp =
e−iδpp(
1
S0) · sin δpp(1S0)
C · k , (4.4)
where C stands for the square root of the Coulomb penetration fator [46℄, and k represents either
of the proton momentum in the proton-proton rest frame. The parameter δpp(
1
S0) denotes the
phase-shift alulated aording to the modied Cini-Fubini-Stanghellini formula with the Wong-
Noyes Coulomb orretion [4749℄. A more detailed desription of this ppFSI parametrization an
be found in referenes [27, 4649℄.
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Finally the aeptane A (Mpp,MK+K−) was alulated using following formula:
A (Mpp,MK+K−) =
∑
i
wreci (Mpp,MK+K−)
∑
j
wgenj (Mpp,MK+K−)
, (4.5)
where wreci (Mpp,MK+K−) denotes the weight for the i-th reonstruted event in a spei (Mpp,MK+K−)
bin. Analogously wgenj (Mpp,MK+K−) stands for weight for the j-th generated event in the same
bin.
Knowing the aeptane of the COSY-11 detetion setup and using eq. (4.3) we obtained distri-
butions of the dierential ross setion. The results are presented in Fig. 4.2 and 4.3.
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Figure 4.3: (Upper panel): Experimental Nyborg plots after orretions for the COSY-11 aeptane
for the pp → ppK+K− reation determined at Q = 10 MeV (left) and Q = 28 MeV (right). (Lower
panel): Event distributions obtained from simulations of the pp → ppK+K− reation at Q = 10 MeV
(left) and Q = 28 MeV (right).
A qualitative omparison between measured and expeted distributions indiates, that inlu-
sion of the ppFSI is not suient to fully desribe the experimental data. If the pK− and K+K−
were negligible, in the experimental distributions one would observe a big enhanement only in the
region of small Mpp, where protons have small relative momenta as it is seen in the simulations.
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But for the measurements we obtained a signiant inrease of the event density also in the region
of smallMKK (Fig. 4.2) and bigMppK− (see Fig. 4.3), whih may be a manifestation of the K
+K−
or pK− interation. Moreover in both experimental distributions the enhanement expeted from
ppFSI is shifted towards higher proton-proton invariant masses.
However, in order to draw onlusions in the next setion we will arry out the quantitative om-
parison between analysed data and theoretial distributions simulated with dierent parameters
desribing the nal state interation.
4.3 Determination of the sattering length of the K+K− interation
To desribe the experimental data in terms of nal state interations between the two protons,
K− and protons and kaon and antikaon, we made the assumption that the overall nal state
interation enhanement fator an be expressed as a following produt:
FFSI = Fpp × FppK− × FK+K− , (4.6)
where FppK− and FK+K− denote the enhanement fator in the ppK
−
and K+K− subsystems
respetively. These fators an be expressed in the sattering length approximation as [15, 42℄:
FppK− =
1
(1− ik1apK−)(1 − ik2apK−)
,
FK+K− =
1
(1− iqaK+K−)
, (4.7)
where k1, k2 and q stands for relative momenta of partiles in the rst pK
−
subsystem, seond
pK− subsystem and K+K− subsystem respetively. apK− and aK+K− stands for the eetive
sattering length of the appropriate interating pair. In investigations desribed in this thesis we
assumed that the pK− sattering length amounts to: apK− = (0 + 1.5i) fm as it was established
by the ANKE group [15℄.
Using the mentioned parametrizations of the nal state interations we ompared the experimental
event distributions to the results of Monte Carlo simulations treating the K+K− sattering length
as an unknown parameter, whih has to be determined. For nding an estimate of the real and
imaginary part of aK+K− we onstruted the χ
2
statisti aording to the method of least squares:
χ2(α, aK+K−) =
∑
i
(
d2σi
dMpp dMK+K−
− αNMCi (aK+K−)
)2
δ2i
, (4.8)
where
d2σi
dMpp dMK+K−
denotes the dierential ross setion determined for a ith bin of the experi-
mental Goldhaber or Nyborg plot and δi denotes its statistial unertainty. N
MC
i (aK+K−) stands
for the ontent of the same bin in generated plots. α is a normalization fator. Re(aK+K−) and
Im(aK+K−) was varied in the range from 0 to 10 fm for data at an exess energy Q = 10 MeV
and in the range from 0 to 1 fm for the data at Q = 28 MeV.
The method of least squares states that the best values of aK+K− are those, for whih χ
2
is
minimal.
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Figure 4.4: (Upper panel)χ2 as a funtion of Re(aK+K− ) and Im(aK+K− ) for Goldhaber (left plot)
and Nyborg (right plot) distributions at Q = 10 MeV; (Lower panel) analogous χ2 distributions at Q =
28 MeV .
Fig. 4.4 presents distributions of the minimal χ2 alulated at both energies as a funtion of the
real and imaginary part of the K+K− sattering amplitude. At exess energy of Q = 10 MeV for
both Goldhaber and Nyborg plot the distribution has a minimum χ2min at Re(aK+K−) = 11 ± 8
fm and at Im(aK+K−) = 0 ± 6 fm . In ase of Q = 28 MeV we obtained:
aK+K− = (0.2 ± 0.2) + i(0.0 ± 0.5) fm.
The statistial error was alulated by determination of the aK+K− interval within whih the χ
2
min
hanges by ∆χ2 = 1 [50℄.
5. Summary and onlusions
This thesis onerns the analysis of the K+K− nal state interation whih appears to be very
important in many physial topis like for example the struture of the lightest salar resonanes.
Measurements of the total ross setion for the near threshold pp→ ppK+K− reation, performed
by COSY-11 and ANKE ollaborations, reveal a signiant enhanement between the experimental
data and theoretial expetations whih neglet the interation of the K+K− pair. This obser-
vation enouraged us to extend the analysis of the pp → ppK+K− reation into the dierential
ross setions. The investigations were based on experimental data determined by the COSY-11
ollaboration at exess energies of Q = 10 MeV and 28 MeV. For the purposes of the analysis
we introdued two generalizations of the Dalitz plot for four partiles in the nal state proposed
by Goldhaber and Nyborg. The experimental Goldhaber and Nyborg plots were ompared to the
results of Monte Carlo simulations generated with various values of the K+K− sattering length.
Beside the kaon-antikaon interation in the simulations the interations in pp and ppK− subsys-
tems were taken into aount.
The values of the K+K− sattering length, determined using the least squares method, amount
to:
aK+K− = (11 ± 8) + i(0 ± 6) fm for Q = 10 MeV ,
and
aK+K− = (0.2 ± 0.2) + i(0.0 ± 0.5) fm for Q = 28 MeV .
Unfortunately, due to low statistis, the standard deviations of the obtained values are rather big.
The results indiate, that the K+K− nal state interation is negligible whih is espeially seen for
the analysis of the data at Q = 28 MeV. But also for the data loser to threshold the determined
sattering length is onsistent with zero within the standard statistial auray. This suggests
that both the real and imaginary part of aK+K− are rather small and amount to a fration of fm.
It is worth mentioning, that there is another measurement of the pp→ ppK+K− made by COSY-
11 at Q = 4.5 MeV, whih is at present under analysis [51℄. Data obtained from this measurement
may be very useful in the future to determine the kaon-antikaon sattering length more preisely.
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